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Name Karl Rendel

Organisation Systems
Administrator CANTERBURY SPINNERS LTD

Email karl.rendel@godfreyhirst.co.nz
Response Date Jul 7 22
Notes

Q
1

Select the chapter you want to provide feedback on

General Industrial Zone

Q
2

In general, to what extent do you support the contents of this chapter?

Q
3

Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

GIZ-S8

Q
4

Feedback/Comments

Currently we are operating Monday to Friday 24 hours a day in a 3 x 8 hour structure with overtime being
worl‹ed up until 4 in the afternoons on a Saturday if required.
If we need to quickly increase capacity the best way is to move to a Monday to Sunday, 24 hour, 12 x 2 shift
structure. I would note this was also the shift structure in place on this site from the mid eighties to 28*h
February 2012.
The draft plan however
a. Does not cover or protect our current operational hours.
b. Would mean changing shift structures would be difficult, could tal‹e an extended period of time to
implement if we had to go to a notifiable consent, with no guarantee of success.
The new plan needs to protect our ability to operate as current and for future expansion as required.
Considerations for expansion at the Oamaru site in the near future could be affected if we could not rely on
the ability to increase the sites capacity.

Q
5

Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

  GIZ-S2
Q
6

Feedback/Comments

  We have roughly 5.6 hectares of land on the west side of the railway tracks, 1 hectare on the east side of
the tracks. Is the land coverage taking into account both land areas or are they separate?
If we lose 25% of the land on the west side of the tracks that equates to 1.4 hectares of land that we can’t
use.

Q
7

Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

  GIZ-S1
Q
8

Feedback/Comments

  We have the chimney which measures 36.6 metres and has been in place since 1988, coal transfer elevator
which has been in place since 1973 system and a water tank which has been there since the 1950’s I believe
so we cannot comply with this section.

Q
9

Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:



Q
1
0

Feedback/Comments

Q
1
1

supporting documents?

  0

Q
1
2

If you need more space, or have any other general comments, please leave them here

  As a large manufacturing operation that is part of a large national and international company, we understand
difficulties that the council faces in having to meet regulatory requirements, keep rate payers, constituents
and business operators happy.
We struggle to understand however why the proposed draft plan reverts to rules and controls that were
proposed in the 1990’s and were so contentious at that time.
We as a company would like to work with the council on the issues identified in this letter and those yet to be
identified to make the current draft plan a more workable document that meets both regulatory and business
requirements going forward.
We Iook forward to working with council to achieve rules and controls that are relevant to all parties and
don’t place unforeseen risk or cost to our operation.
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Name Karl Rendel

Organisation Systems
Administrator CANTERBURY SPINNERS LTD

Email karl.rendel@godfreyhirst.co.nz
Response Date Jul 7 22
Notes

Q1 Select the chapter you want to provide feedback on
General Industrial Zone

Q2 In general, to what extent do you support the contents of this chapter?

Q3 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
GIZ-S3

Q4 Feedback/Comments

As discussed with the council, this requirement is again denying us the use of the site. In areas with a
residential boundary noise considerations etc would need to be incorporated into the design of the build
and the consent process.
In the current business 3 zone, if this rule was applied most of the site development that has taken place
over the period of the current plan would not have.
This rule serves no purpose.

Q5 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
GIZ-S6

Q6 Feedback/Comments
Can you please clarify, we have a set back from a road boundary of 10 metres, is this also saying we need
an additional 10 metres of landscaping.
Section 7.4.9 Landscaping in the current plan has a 1 metre requirement for Business 3, there is also no
requirement to plant trees in Business 3. So are the rules for the General Industrial Zone changing to
something that doesn’t seem to have been applied for the whole of operative term of the current plan. At
our site we are talking 243 m2 of landscaping, the cost to plant and then maintain this ongoing would be
massive.
We would also like to highlight that if that many trees are going to be planted in the general industrial zone
then the drainage and road sweeping cost to council will also increase.

Q7 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q8 Feedback/Comments

Q9 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q10 Feedback/Comments

Q11 supporting documents?
0

Q12 If you need more space, or have any other general comments, please leave them here
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Name Karl Rendel

Organisation Systems
Administrator CANTERBURY SPINNERS LTD

Email karl.rendel@godfreyhirst.co.nz
Response Date Jul 7 22
Notes

Q1 Select the chapter you want to provide feedback on
Noise

Q2 In general, to what extent do you support the contents of this chapter?

Q3 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
Noise-R4

Q4 Feedback/Comments

The most recent hand held device test results showed we were operating between 53 and 58 db along the
residential interface with Foyle Street.
Under the conditions stipulated in PER-2 this site as it is would not be allowed to operate after 7 pm at
night. Though it states that matters of discretion are restricted to matters in Noise -P5 Managing the effects
from new noise generating activities, this could lead to restrictions in our ability to operate as we do
currently or may want to in the future.
This especially could be the case if adding or changing machinery is seen as a new activity on the site.
We ask that the new plan to protect our ability to operate as current and for future expansion as required.
As noted previously, further restrictions may affect the consideration for expansion at the Oamaru site in
the near future and could be detrimental to the company having the ability to increase the sites capacity.

Q5 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q6 Feedback/Comments

Q7 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q8 Feedback/Comments

Q9 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q10 Feedback/Comments

Q11 supporting documents?
0

Q12 If you need more space, or have any other general comments, please leave them here
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Name Karl Rendel

Organisation Systems
Administrator CANTERBURY SPINNERS LTD

Email karl.rendel@godfreyhirst.co.nz
Response Date Jul 7 22
Notes

Q1 Select the chapter you want to provide feedback on
Historic Heritage

Q2 In general, to what extent do you support the contents of this chapter?

Q3 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
HH81

Q4 Feedback/Comments

Whilst we acl‹nowledge that there has been a Textile Factory on the current location since the 1920’s,
Council has to acl‹nowledge that we are full scale manufacturing operation in buildings that have been
altered from the original factories design and scope.
The buildings have all had roof and floor replacement, earthquake strengthening, lowered ceilings to try
and adjust them to current day requirements.
In previous discussions with council staff and Heritage New Zealand staff they acknowledge that there is
nothing overly special about the buildings, but the fact there has been a textile factory on the site for 100
years and the impact it has on the district needs to be allowed for.
We would lil‹e to say that we would lil‹e to be around for another 100 years on this site, restricting or
making the ability to change or adapt the current buildings going forward would hinder such development.
From I‹nowledge of the difficulty that arose the last time this site was put up for sale, if Godfrey Hirst NZ
Ltd vacates this site, it will not continue as textile factory. It would more than IiI‹ely face being demolished
as no manufacturing operation would take it on in its current form
We would asl‹ that the site be removed from the register and also then seek help from the council to
remove it from the Heritage NZ register or identified in the plan that the listing does not cover any onsite
buildings.
The company would cooperate with Heritage NZ personnel in retaining any items that they may wish kept,
we note in 2012 all significant documents and photos were passed onto the Nort Otago museum, and staff
from council have visited since to look other documentation for retention.

Q5 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
HH81

Q6 Feedback/Comments
Whilst we acl‹nowledge that there has been a Textile Factory on the current location since the 1920’s,
Council has to acl‹nowledge that we are full scale manufacturing operation in buildings that have been
altered from the original factories design and scope.
The buildings have all had roof and floor replacement, earthquake strengthening, lowered ceilings to try
and adjust them to current day requirements.
In previous discussions with council staff and Heritage New Zealand staff they acknowledge that there is
nothing overly special about the buildings, but the fact there has been a textile factory on the site for 100
years and the impact it has on the district needs to be allowed for.
We would lil‹e to say that we would lil‹e to be around for another 100 years on this site, restricting or
making the ability to change or adapt the current buildings going forward would hinder such development.
From I‹nowledge of the difficulty that arose the last time this site was put up for sale, if Godfrey Hirst NZ
Ltd vacates this site, it will not continue as textile factory. It would more than IiI‹ely face being demolished
as no manufacturing operation would take it on in its current form



We would asl‹ that the site be removed from the register and also then seek help from the council to
remove it from the Heritage NZ register or identified in the plan that the listing does not cover any onsite
buildings.
The company would cooperate with Heritage NZ personnel in retaining any items that they may wish kept,
we note in 2012 all significant documents and photos were passed onto the Nort Otago museum, and staff
from council have visited since to look other documentation for retention.

Q7 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q8 Feedback/Comments

Q9 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q10 Feedback/Comments

Q11 supporting documents?
0

Q12 If you need more space, or have any other general comments, please leave them here
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Name Karl Rendel

Organisation Systems
Administrator CANTERBURY SPINNERS LTD

Email karl.rendel@godfreyhirst.co.nz
Response Date Jul 7 22
Notes

Q1 Select the chapter you want to provide feedback on
Energy

Q2 In general, to what extent do you support the contents of this chapter?

Q3 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:
ENG-S1 - Small scale solar

Q4 Feedback/Comments

Godfrey Hirst has set sustainability targets worldwide for every division within the company, these include a
42% in Carbon emissions by the year 2030. Godfrey Hirst New Zealand has committed to the installation of
solar panels on New Zealand sites. The Auckland site is due to commissioned next month, installation of
panels in Dannevirl‹e will commence in August or September and Lower Hutt and Oamaru sites will be
assessed once this has been completed.
We see the impact of Issue 3 coming to the fore here. Would a consent need to be approved by Heritage
New Zealand for a roof that is comprised of modern materials?
If solar panels are ground installed, are they to be considered a structure? To highlight a possible issue
based on the proposed plan
• The sizing of a small scale solar panels installation suits your average house, but really in the
industrial zone 200m2 is only an installation of 10 x 20 metres for the whole site.
• Would Solar panels require consent due to the angle of the installation on any roofing area.
• Would installing such panels on the ground in the area noted as paddock fall within these
restrictions.
We ask that consideration be given within the plan to identify this type of installation differently than
general structural work.

Q5 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q6 Feedback/Comments

Q7 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q8 Feedback/Comments

Q9 Objective/Policy/Rule/Standard reference:

Q10 Feedback/Comments

Q11 supporting documents?
0

Q12 If you need more space, or have any other general comments, please leave them here
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